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investigation of the proper curves to be given to the teeth of wheels, has
been a favourite occupation with mathematicians of the highest eminence, and
the geometry of the subject may be considered to be very nearly complete.
Its application to the requirements of modem construction has appeared to
me to be susceptible of improvement, and I have therefore ventured to lay
before the Institution some suggestions, in which I have endeavoured to point
out forms possessing properties more general than those hitherto adopted, 88
well as some practical methods of tracing readily the outlines of the teeth.
THE

SECTION I. ON THE CURVES ADAPTED TO PRACTICE.

There are an infinite number of forms which will answer the conditioQ.S of
the teeth of one wheel to communicate equable motion to those of
another, for it can be shewn that under certain limitations, if any form of tooth
be given, another may be determined which will work correctly with it •. A
simple instrument which furnishes a practical solution of this problem, will probably carry more conviction to the minds of practical men than the demonstrations
,,___,..
_ · •·
which have been given by the writers referred to
below. Let a pair of boards be prepared, having
0
" their edges AB, CD, Fig. 1, formed truly circular.
Attach to one of them by any simple clamp the
shape of the given tooth E, cut out in pasteboard,
<- and to the other a piece of stiff paper secured by
means of drawing pins; the shape E must be raised
slightly above the surface of its board, so as to
allow the paper which is appended to the other to slide under it, 88 is
shewn in the figure. Make the circular edges of the two boards roll toge~nabling

• Vide Del• Hire, Traite des Epicycloides. Young'• Natural Philosophy, Vol. I. page
176. Airy,Cambridge Philosophical Tramactiom, VoL II. page 977.
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ther and in each successive. position draw the outline of the shape E upon
the paper below it. The result of all these intersecting lines will be a bounding curve, which from the very mode of its description will touch the shape
E at some point of its edge in every one of the successive positions. But as
these positions were all obtained by making one circular edge roll upon
the other, so it is clear, that if the new curve be cut out and made to touch E,
the motion produced by the mere contact of these two curves will be exactly
the same as that caused by the rolling of the circular edges, and therefore perfectly uniform.
Many forms of E, tried in this manner, will prove untractable, for some
of the successive portions of its edge may cover up and obliterate parts of
the curve that have been previously drawn. These are forms that fall under
the limitations alluded to, but it is unnecessary here to investigate the general
reasons for this effect, as the proposition in question is well known and
recognized by mathematicians, although not so well understood by practical
men.
From among the infinity of curves that may be offered, the epicycloids and
involutes have been universally preferred, on account of the facility with which
they can be mechanically described, and perhaps because they admit of ready
and independent demonstrations of their possessing the properties required.
But the practice has hitherto been confined to that class of epicycloids which
work correctly with straight lines or circles. Teeth formed upon these principles possess this inconvenience: a wheel of a given pitch and number of
teeth, say 40, if it be made to work correctly with a wheel of 50 teeth of the
same pitch, will not work correctly with a wheel of 100 teeth of the same
pitch. This is obvious, for the diameter of the describing circle by which the
epicycloid is formed must be made equal to the radius of the pitch circle of the
wheel with which the teeth are to work, and will therefore be twice as large
in the second case as in the first.
In the old style of mill-work, in which the teeth of wheels always consisted
of wooden cogs, this property offered no very serious impediment, although, as
we shall see, it introduced some complication of method ; but in the modem
practice of making cast iron wheels, the objection is a very serious one. A
founder must make a new pattern of a wheel of 40 teeth for every combination
Uiat it :may be required to make of this wheel with others, and the same for
a wheel of any other number. Besides, it often happens in machinery, that one
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wheel is required to drive two or more whose number of teeth are diiferent,
and in this case the teeth cannot be correctly formed at all on the common
p~ciples ; and again, the perfection of machinery is impaired from the temptation to employ in one combination patterns that have been formed for some
other combination very nearly the same ; for example, to make a wheel of
40 teeth that has been formed to work with one of 80, serve for a required
combination of 40 with 85.
It ia essential, therefore, that the teeth of wheels should, if possible, be so
formed as to allow a given wheel to work correctly with any other wheel of
the same pitch. Now it has long been known tha~ involute teeth have this very
property, but the objections to these teeth on the score of the obliquity of their
action have operated fatally against their introduction•. I shall now, therefore, explain a method of imparting to epicycloidal teeth this property, and
that without making them deviate very much from the general form that has
been established by practice.
To effect this, it is merely necessary to employ a proposition well known
and stated by almost every writer on the subject, namely, If there be two
pitch circles touching each other, then an epicycloidal tooth formed by causing
a given describing circle to roll on the exterior circumference of the one, will
work correctly with an interior epicycloid, formed by causing the same describing circle to roll on the interior circumference of the other.
This proposition having been demonstrated by so many writers, it is unnecessary for me to dwell upon it longer than to remark, that they have all
passed from it, to recommend for practice that particular case of it in which the
describing circle being made equal in diameter to the radius of the pitch line,
the interior epicycloid becomes a radial straight line, the inconveniences of
which practice I have shewn
The following corollary is, I believe, new, and constitutes the basis of the
system I propose to explain.
C<nolla:ry. If for a set of wheels of the same pitch, a constant describing
circle be taken, and employed to trace those portions of the teeth which project
beyond each pitch line by rolling on the exterior circumference, and those
which lie within it by rolling on its interior circumference: then any two
wheels of this set will work correctly together.

t.

• Vide Hawkins's Notes to Camus, page 161.
t Vide Brewster'• Ferguson, Vol. II. p. US. Camus, p. 27, or 25 new edition.
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For, in the first place, it is well known and can be shewn from general
principles, that the portion of tooth within the ·pitch line of a driving wheel;
works only with the portion that lies beyond the pitch line of its follower, and
that its action is confined to the approach of the point of contact to the line of
centres. After the point of contact of the teeth has passed that line, then the
case is reversed, and the portion of -the driving tooth which lies beyond the
pitch line is in con:tact only with some part of the follower's tooth which lies
witkin its pitch line.
Now as a constant describing circle is used for the whole set, it is clear that
the proposition will apply to any pair of wheels both before and after the teeth
have passed the line of centres, for in each case we have an exterior epicycloid
working with an interior epicycloid, and both have been drawn by the same
describing circle, that is, by the constant circle of the set.
To carry this scheme .into practice, it only remains to settle the proper
diameter to be given to this constant describing circle, which may be done by
considering the effect this diameter has upon the form of the tooth.
Let BCn, Fig. 2, be a pitch circle whose
Fig.ii.
centre is 0, then upon this system the flank of
the tooth, or that portion which lies within the ·
pitch circle, will be an arc of an interior epicycloid
(or hypocycloid) m'n or mn. Now if the de- c.•
scribing circle be of half the diameter of the pitch
line, the flank will become a straight line coinciding with the radius On. If the describing
circle be of less than half the diameter of the
pitch line, the flank m n will be concave, and the
base of the tooth will spread; but if the describing circle be of more than half the
diameter, the flank m'n will be convex, and the base of the tooth lessen inwards,
a form manifestly unpractical and useless. Hence the describing circle must
not be greater than half the diameter of the pitch line.
On the other hand, if the diameter be too small, the base of the tooth will
spread inconveniently, and the curvature of the exterior epicycloids be inj~
riously increased, therefore, on these grounds, it should be made as large as it
can consistently with the limitation just stated, so that we finally obtain this
rule for finding the diameter of the constant describing circle for a set of wheels.
Make it equal to the radius of the least pitch circle of the set.
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And as pinions should never have less than 12 or 14 teeth, it would be
well to establish one of these numbers for that least pitch circle.
The proposition and corollary being perfectly general, will apply to raCks,
which must be considered as very large wheels, and also to annular or internal
wheels. Accordingly, if the constant describing circle be employed in tracing
their teeth, they will work correctly with any wheel of the set.
It will be seen that this system is more easy of practice for the workman
than the old one. Every epicycloid requires two circular or rather segmental
templets, which are usually cut out of thin board. One of these, which may
be termed the pitch templet, has its edge formed into an arc of the pitch line of
the wheel ; the other, which represents the describing circle, and may be called
the describing templet, has its circular edge formed accordingly. The tracing
point is fixed upon the circumference of the latter, and the workman having
previously described an arc of the pitch circle of the wheel upon his drawing
board, fixes the pitch templet, so that its edge may coincide with this arc, and
then causing the describing templet to roll upon the pitch templet, he traces the
arc of the required epicycloid.
Now on the old system, a set of wheels requires as many templets as there
are pitch circles in the set, and also as many describing templets, but on the
system just explained, only one describing templet is needed. As, however, the
flanks of the teeth within the pitch circles become curves instead of straight
lines, it is necessary to have concave templets adapted to the pitch circles, upon
whose edges the describing templet may be made to roll for the purpose of obtaining the proper interior epicycloid. The best way is to make each pitch
templet with two.edges, one convex and the other concave,
as in the figure, and to write the diameter upon each of
them.
ON A FORM OF INCREASED STRENGTH.

In a large class of machinery, the wheels constantly move in the same direction, and whenever this is the case, it is possible to increase the strength of
the teeth in a very great degree, by an alteration of the common form represented in Figure 3, Plate IX.
Let A B, CD, be the acting faces of the teeth of a pair of wheels, of which

,
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MN, R S, are parts of the pitch lines. Now, according to the ordinary practice,
the backs of the teeth would be formed exactly in the same manner as the
acting faces, as shewn by the dotted lines, and this enables the teeth to work
backwards or forwards at pleasure if required. If, however, the back is never
required to act, the strength of the tooth will be nearly doubled by making it
of the form BegK, that is, by taking off the portion Bme, and filling up the
nook eng. Teeth so formed will clear each other quite as well as those
formed in the usual manner, with the advantage of a root of nearly double
extent, and as the acting faces remain of the usual form, they will work together just as the ordinary teeth do. Strictly speaking, the back Beg should
be an arc of an involute so proportioned as to work correctly with the corresponding back of the tooth of the other wheel. For then, as the backs of the
teeth would drive each other truly, they are sure to clear each other; and
besides, if the machinery be made accidentally to run backwards, the teeth
will still work, although with a considerable divergent pressure upon the
axes•. It will be quite near enough, however, to make the back an arc of a
circle described through the points Beg, the first of which, B, should be taken
a little way from the point of the tooth in order to blunt it slightly ; the second,
e, on the pitch circle is set off in the usual manner, so that Te may be about
1fths of the pitch; and the third point, g, may be found by dividing AK into
five parts, and taking g K equal to one of them. The space g K is required to
enable the point of the corresp0nding tooth to clear itself.
This form resembles the saw shaped teeth which have been employed
occasionally by mechanists, for example, (according to Mr. Reid, in bis Horology, p. 100,) Lepine, of Paris, bad in some of his watches the teethandpinionleaves of a saw teeth form, but I am not aware that the advantage of this
shape has ever been systematically shewn, or any principle of its formation
given.
• This divergent pressure will do no harm, because the kind of machinery to which I propose to adapt this form, never drives backwards, while the working pressure is upon it, but only
during some previous adjustments, when the only pressure to be overcome is that produced by
iaertia or by the friction of the parts of the engine upon each other.
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SECTION II. ON A PRACTICAL APPROXIMATION TO THE TRUE FORM BY
ARCS OF CIRCLES.

Although the practice in the best workshops is to describe the shape of a
tooth carefully with templets in the manner just described, yet this is not done
for every tooth in the wheel or pattern; on the contrary, having traced the shape
of a single tooth in this manner, the workman next finds with his compasses,
by trial, a centre and small radius by which an arc of a circle can be described
that will coincide as nearly as he can manage to make it with the templettraced epicycloid. Then having struck upon the face of the rough cogs a Circle
concentric with the pitch circle, and whose distance from it is equal to that of
the centre of his arc, he adjusts his compasses to the small radius, and
always keeping one point in the circle just described, he steps with the other to
each cog in succession, they having been previously divided into equal parts
corresponding to the pitch and breadth of the teeth. Upon each cog he
describes two arcs, one to the right and the other to the left, which serve him
as guides in shaping and finishing the acting faces.
The portion of curve employed in a tooth is so short, that a circular arc
would be quite sufficiently accurate, if its centre and radius were determined
more correctly than by this coarse mode of trial. This consideration induced
me to investigate the method I am about to describe, in which the examination
of the nature and properties of the curves made use of for teeth is entirely
dispensed with. I have deduced a simple construction by which a pair of centres
may at once be assigned for a given pair of wheels, from whence, if arcs of
circles be struck and employed for the working faces of teeth, they will answer
the purpose of enabling these wheels to work correctly together •. I have
• Euler, in bis second paper on the teeth of wheels, (N. C. Pet. XI. !09,) bu with bis usual
ability investigated the proper curves, by examining the relation between their radii of curv'ature at every point. This method bas naturally conducted him to results of a aimilar nature to
those which I have given in the following pages, and he suggests that a small arc of the circle
of curvature would suffice in practice for the forms of teeth. He baa given some geometrical
constructions for this purpose, and has then passed on finally to recommend the involute as the
beat curve, this paper being, in fact, the fint in which that curve is pointed out as posseHing
the required properties. To Euler, then, belongs the merit of first suggesting the substitution
of an arc of the circle of curvature for the real curve, a hint which has been, as far as I know,
neglected by every succeeding writer. This may perhaps be attributed to the abstrW1e manner
in which be baa treated the subject.
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also shewn the conditions under which this system may be made to acquire the
essential property of enabling any two wheels of a set to work together, and
finally, have endeavoured to present it in the best form for the workshop, by
laying down tables and scales derived from it in the form of an instrument,
which I have denominated an Odont,a,grapk.
We must first examine the nature of the motion which is produced by the
pressure of one circular arc upon· another when disposed so as to work in the
manner of teeth.
FI&·'Let AB, fig. 4, be two centres
of motion, k Mn a piece formed into
a circular arc described from a centre
. P, and capable of revolving round
A; oM p in like manner a circular
arc described from Q, and capable of
revolving round B ; now if the arc

Q"'/'

kMn be made to press against oMp,
so as to communicate rotation to it
round B, the lin~ PQ joining the
centres of the arc will necessarily always pass through the point of contact M,
~d will be of a constant length equal to the sum of the radii, so that in fact
the motion will be exactly the same, if for the circular arcs a link PQ be substituted, which length is equal to the sum of the radii PM, QM, and which is
jointed to the revolving pieces at P and Q, the places of the centres.
This also shews that a change of the actual lengths of the radii PM, QM,
will not affect the motion, so long as the distance of the centres is constant, for
that whether the circular arcs had been struck through M or M', or even through
a point M" beyond the centre Q, the system would still have been equivalent to
the link PQ,jointed.to the arms AP, BQ.
It is only necessary then to examine the motion of this simple system of
rods, and then to explain how it may be employed in forming the teeth of
wheels.
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Let the rod AP, Fig. 5, be moved into a new position Ap, its extremity will
carry with it the end of the link PQ, and communicate through it a motion to
the arm BQ, by which it will be driven into the new position Bq; and it is
necessary to know the relative value of this motion to that of A P, which produced it.
Now this relation is continually changing, but its value at any instant may
be thus determined. The rod PQ during its motion may be considered as
always turning round some centre or other in space, although the relative
position of that centre to it is continually shifting. Produce the arms AP, BQ
in the requisite directions to meet in K, then will this point K be the momentary centre. For as the extremity P moves round the centre A, the direction of its motion at starting from P must be perpendicular to AP, therefore
the momentary centre will lie somewhere in A P produced. In like manner
the initial motion of the other extremity Q must be perpendicular to BQ, and
the momentary centre must also lie somewhere in the direction of B Q; therefore
it must be in the intersection K of the two lines A P and B Q produced. But
since the rod PQ turns on the momentary centre K, the direct motion of P and
Q are to each other at any given instant as their radial distances from K, that
is, as PK to Q K, which is true, whether we consider them as the extremities
of the rod PQ or of the radii AP,BQ; also the angular motions of the latter
will be found by dividing these direct motions by their respective radii ; ther&-.
fore we have,
·
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Angular motion of P round A : angular motion of Q round B :: ~~ :

~~.

Draw KL, AM, BN, perpendicular to PQ. Then we have
PK : AP :: KL : AM by similar triangles KPL; APM
BQ: QK::BN: KL .
BQN; KLQ
AT:BT::AM:BN . . . . . • ATM;TBN
and compounding these three proportions we obtain
PK QK
AP:BQ::BT:AT
that is to say, the angular motion of the arms are to each other at any moment inversely as the segments into which the direction of the link divides the
line joining the centres of motion, or line of centres, as it is usually termed. If
now it happens that when the link P Q moves into its new position pq, very
near to the first, this second position intersects the first in a point Labove (or
below} the line of centres, as in the figure; then the ratio of the segments·AT,
;BT will be altered into that of At, Bt, consequently the ratio of the angular
motion will be an increasing or decreasing ratio, as the case may be. But if
the point L _coincide with the line of centres, this ratio will for the moment
remain constant.
Now a little consideration will show that the point of intersection between
two successive positions PQ, pq of the link must be at the place where the per-:
pendicular from K falls upon it. For as K is the momentary centre of motion of
this link, the extremity .L of the perpendicular will begin to move in a line at
~ight angles with it, and consequently will remain in the direction of the first
position PQ when the link has passed into the second pq, that is to say, it will
pe the point of intersection of the two positions ; when, therefore, the rods
are in such a position that the perpendicular from K meets the link PQ in the
line of centres, the ratio of the angular motions of A P and B Q is constant : an<\
if in this state of the system the points P and Q be employed (as in Fig. 4) ~
centres from whence short arcs are drawn through any common point M, and
applied as teeth, these arcs will manifestly drive each other correctly when in
the exact relative position described, and very nearly so when removed to a
short distance on each side of it, which is the thing required •.
• It is hardly necessary to remark, that a more direct and simple demonstration of this consiruction might have been given by employing infinitesimals, which I was desirous of avoiding
in a practical paper.
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Now these relative positie>ns of P and Q may be determined. by a simple
construction founded upon the necessary coincidence of L with T.
Fig.

s.

Let A and B, Fig. 6, be the given centres of motion, A B the line of centres
divided in T, so that the segmenJ.s AT, BT shall have the ratio of the required
motions ; or in other words, let T be the point of contact of the pitch lines.
Draw PTQ, making any angle with AB, and through T draw TK perpen.;
dicular to it. Upon PTQ assume a point P as a centre, from whence the
circular arc or tooth belonging to A is to be drawn. Then, to find the corresponding centre for B, join A P, and produce it to meet T K in K, join KB,
and produce it to meet PT Q in Q. Then will Q be the point required, which
will appear by comparing this diagram with Fig. 5.
If the point P had been taken at P', so that the angle A P' T were less than
a right angle, then the line P'A would have intersected TK in a point K' on
the other side of .T , and this would have thrown Q to Q' nearer to T.
Again, P might have been ass~ed on the other side of A B as at P*, but
then the driving arc struck through m would have been concave. It is not
worth while to examine all the cases that arise from the dift'erent relative
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positions of the points ; I shall merely show those that are applicable to
practice.
The side of the tooth may be formed either of a single arc or of two. As
the arc is only an approximation, and is, strictly speaking, only exact at one
point of the action, it will be better to adopt a. figure composed of two arcs of
circles, as we obtain two exact points ; but in that case one arc should be concave and the other convex, in order to facilitate their junction and produce a
wider base ; and thus a figure is formed, as we shall see, very near to that
usually adopted, the convex arc being of course given to that part which lies
outside the pitch circle, and the concave to that which extends within it.
The angle ATP is arbitrary, and its value may therefore be determined
from other conditions than those already stated. If, however, it be ma.de a
right angle, it is clear that the points P and Q vanish by coinciding with T ;
and if it be ma.de a little less than a right angle, the points P and Q are thrown
so near to T that the radii by which the arcs are struck become too short,
and the points of the teeth too much rounded off.
On the other hand, if the angle AT P is ma.de too acute, the action of the
teeth upon each other at the moment of passing the line of centres and else.
where becomes very oblique, and an injurious pressure is thereby thrown upon
their axes. By various trials I have fixed upon 75° as the value of the angle
which appears to a.void these two extremes; and have accordingly employed
it in the construction of the Odontagraph.
Again, the position of the point m, through which the arcs are to be struck,
is also arbitrary, and must be determined by considering which point of the
action we wish to make the correct point. If the teeth consist of a single are
each, the correct point may be fixed at the moment of passing the line of centres,
and therefore the arcs must be struck through the point T ; but if the side of
the tooth be formed of two arcs joined, one lying within, the other beyond the
pitch line, then the action of one of them will be confined to the approach of the
point of contact of the teeth to the line of centres, and the action of the other
to its recess from that line, and m must be assumed upon such a principle that
the correct point of each arc shall fall nearly in the middle of its action, the
mode of doing which will appear presently.
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TO DESCRIBE TEETH CONSISTING OF A SINGLE ARC.

. If the side of the tooth consist of a single arc, the system may be made exceedingly simple, for as the distance of the point K from T is arbitrary when
the points P or Q are not given, suppose it to be taken at an infinite distance,
then (Fig. 6) A P K and Q B K will become parallel to T K, and perpendicular
to P T Q, which shews that if lines be drawn from A and B (Fig. 7) perpendicular to PT Q, the points P and Q will be centres, whence if arcs be drawn
through some common point m, or rather in this case T, these arcs will drive
each other correctly.
,.

A'

If the angle P T A remain constant for a set of wheels of this kind, any
two of them will work truly together, provided the arcs be struck through the
point T; for let the wheel, whose radius is AT, be removed, and another whose
radius is A' T be substituted, A' P' drawn perpendicular to T P P' will give the
point P' as the centre belonging to the ·arc o q, and it is clear that this new arc
o q will work as well with kn as the former one, and also that if the radius
A' T had been substituted for BT instead of for AT, by placing it and its
corresponding line A'P' in the situation indicated by the dotted lines B'Q', that
still the conditions of the construction would have been satisfied, and these
two wheels worked truly together, and the same may be shewn of any other
pair of radii. But if the arcs were struck through a point m, not coinciding
with T, then ·the wheels would fall into two groups, in one of which, as
AT, A'T, the arcs are struck through a point m on the opposite side of the
line of centres to the centre points P, P', and in the other, as BT, B'T, they
are struck through a point m on the same side of the line f!f centres as the
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centre points QQ'. Any wheel out of one of these groups will work correctly
with any wheel taken from the other.
But suppose that a pair of wheels out of one.of these groups be put toge~her,
for example, out of that in which the point m and the center point of the arc,
lie on opposite sides of the line of centres, and let AT and BT be the radii ot
the wheels in question. Now the relative positions of the points P and Q will
.$till be true, but the arcs will no longer be struck through a common point, one
of them being through m, the other through m' at the same distance on the
opposite side of T, and therefore they will not work truly together. The arcs
of the entire set must therefore be struck through T, and then any two wheels
of the set will work.
The distance T P is equal to AT x cos AT P, and if AT P be fixed at 75°~
which is a convenient value, then TP=·2588 x AP, whence the value is very
easily found for any given radius, for in this case the value depends upon the
radius alone and not on the pitch or number of teeth, as in the next example.
The practical mode of setting out the teeth is shewn in Fig. 8, Plate IX.
Make a bevel, as in the figure, whose angle at T shall be 75°, and ·graduate
its edge into a scale of inches and tenths, bearing to real inches and tenths the
proportion of ·2588 to 1. Let A be the centre of a proposed wheel, BTC a
portion of its pitch circle. Draw a radius AT, and apply the bevel as in the
figure, with its angular point T upon the pitch circle and its plain edge in
coincidence with the radius. Read off the length of the radius in inches (which
in this case is four inches) upon the graduated scale, and the point. P so indi...
cated on the drawing board, is the centre whence with a radius PT the arc
o T q of the tooth is to be struck.
On this system, however, the tooth has but one true point, that is to say~
it is only strictly exact at the moment of passing the line of centres, and I
therefore greatly prefer the construction about to be described, in which the
side of the tooth is made up of two arcs united, and consequently has two
points of accuracy. The tooth just described has considerable analogy to the
involute, and like it has the fault of acting with too great a degree of obliquity.
The teeth next to be described are of nearly the same form as that which has
been so long in use, and have, as well as those of Fig. 8, the property of allow~
.ing any pair of wheels in a set to work together.
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TO DESCRIBE TEETH CONSISTING OF TWO ARCS OF CIRCLES.

Figures 9 and 10, Plate IX., represent a pair of so constituted teeth in contact,
Fig. 9 shewing their action before they reach the line of centres, and Fig. 1 O
·after they have passed that line; each tooth is formed of two arcs of circles, ab, be,
de, ef, of which the concave ones, ah, ef, are situated within the pitch circles,
.and the convex ones be, de, extend beyond these circles ; therefore, from well
:known principles, the concave arc ab will drive the convex arc de, until the
:point of contact reaches the line of centres, and then the convex arc be will
begin to drive the concave arc ef.
There are two points in the action of these teeth at which perfect accuracy
is attained ; one of them is when the teeth are in the position of Fig. 9, during
·the mutual action of ah and de, and the other when they are in the position of
,Fig. 10, during the action of be and ef; and the arcs are so set out that these
points of the action shall take place, the one nearly in the middle of the arc of
.. motion.before the line of centres is reached, and the other somewhere about the
middle of the arc of motion that is traversed from the line of centres until the
teeth quit contact.
The construction of these teeth in a set is as follows. A B, Figures 9 and
1 O, is the general direction of the line of centres; Q PT, as before, is a line making
a constant angle of 75., with the line of centres; KTK perpendicular to QPT
and having its two points K set off at equal distances on each side of T,
these points and the lines being invariable for the entire set.
·
· The centres for the convex arcs are found by joining the centre of each
:wheel (A, Fig. 10; B, Fig. 9) with that point K which lies on the opposi·te side
of the _line QPT. Thus in Fig. 9, Q is the centre of the convex arc de, found
by joining BK, and in Fig. I O, P is the centre of the convex arc be, found
·by joining AK.
The centres for the concave arcs are found by joining the centre of each
'wheel with the K which lies between it and the line QPT; thus in Fig. 9, P
is the centre of the concave arc ab, found by joining AK, and producing it to
meet PQT, and in Fig. 10, Q is the centre of the concave arc ef, found by
joining BK, and producing it to meet TPQ. Moreover, the whole of these
concave and convex arcs are struck through a point lying bey~md T at a constant distance, Tn, Tm, which for simplicity's sake I have assumed equal to

or
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half the pitch; ·finding that this will place the correct points of the action at a
sufficient distance on each side of the line of centres.
The consequences of this arrangement will be that any pair of teeth so described will, when put together, answer the conditions of the construction
already demonstrated. (Fig. 6.)
lst. (Figure 9.) Before reaching the line of centres we have a concave arc
ab driving a convex one de, of which the first has been struck from a centre P,
derived from its nearest K, and the second from a centre Q, derived from its
farthest K, consequently both derived from the same K; also the arcs have both
been struck through a point m, at the same distance beyond T, and therefore
will work truly together.
2d. (Figure 10.) · After passing the line of centres, a convex arc be drives a
concave arc ef, which in like manner are seen to have been derived from the
same K, and to have been struck through a common point n, so that although the position of all these points is reversed, the arcs will, in this case,
work tntly together.
The same will manifestly be true for every pair of wheels in the set, for the ·
distances TK and Tm, or Tn, are constant for the whole.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ODONTAGRAPH.

To enable a workman to find these points P and Q at once in every case. I
have contrived the instrument which I have termed an Odontagraph, and
which is represented in Figure 11, Plate IX.1 with the arrangements for
describing the tooth fed of Figures 9 and 10. These three drawings being
all made to the same scale will explain each other by comparison.
The instrument consists of a kind of bevel formed of a sheet of card paper,
four times the lineal size of the drawing EFT' D, the angle DT'k is 75°, and
the side kT'F is occupied by a scale of equal parts numbered from T' both ways•.
The plain surface of the card is principally occupied by the pair of Tables
given in the next page, and by directions for their use.
• The divisions in the engraving are made proportionally hlrger than in the real instrument
for the sake of clearness. The actual scale to which the Tables are adapted is divided into half
inches, which are subdivided into tens and numbered from T' both ways, the one from Oto 2101
and the other from O w 40.
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Let the example be a wheel of 26 teeth 2 inch pitch. Describe an arc T'eT
of the required pitch circle, and set oft' upon it T'T equal to the pitch and bisected
in e, draw radial lines BT', BT. To describe the arc efwithin the pitch circle,
apply the slant edge DT of the scale to the upper radial line BT', placing its
extremity T' on the pitch circle, as in the figure. In the Table headed " centres
for teeth within the pitch circlet look down the column of 2 inch pitch and
opposite to 26 teeth will be found the number 87. The point indicated on the
drawing board by the position of this number at Q on the scale of equal parts
T'F, which is marked Scok of centres/<»' teetk witliin pitcA circle, in the
actual instrument, is the centre required, from which the arc fe must be drawn
with a radius Qe.
Now a comparison of this figure with Figure 10, will show that thus &r
the relative positions, inclinations and distances have been indicated by the instrument for the point Q'. (the Q of Fig. 10.) The line BT', Fig.11, is the same
as BT in Fig. 10.
The centre for the arc ed, which lies outside the pitch circle, is found in a
manner precisely similar, by applying the slant edge of the scale to the lower
radial line BT, placing the instrument in the position indicated by the dotted
lines. The Table of Centres for teeth outside the pitch circle does not contain
26 in its column of Number of Teeth, therefore the nearest number must be ta.ken,
which in this case is SO, and the number 14 opposite to it in the column of 2
inch pitch, will indicate the position of the centre Q upon the scale T k of centres
f<Yr tutT. outside tM pitcli circle, this scale being so titled in the actual instrument.
Here, again, a comparison of Figure 11 with Figure 9, will shew that this new
operation has given the true relative position of the point Q to the radial line
BT and arc de•.
• The description given above will enable any one to form tlie inst~ment, but those who are
eot disposed to take that trouble may obtain it either of card-paper or metal from Meurs. Holtsapfel of Charing Cro11,
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Toliles ikewing the Pl<u;e of tluJ Centr8S upqn tAe Scok.
CENTRES FOR TEETH WITHIN THE PITCH cmCLE.
Phch in Inchea and Pans.
Number
of Teeth.

13
14
16
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
26

28
30

35
40
60
80
100
150

Rack.

1

11

ll

lf

160
87

25
22

34
30

20

27
25
22
20
18

193
104
74
69
50
46
40
3'7

225
121

30

129
69
49
40

1

·i

i

t

f

32
17
12
10
8
7

48

64
35
25
20
1'7
16
13
12
11
10
9

80
43

96
62
37

- ...6
......6
4
...
......
......3
...2

26

18
15
13
11
10
9
8
'7

...
6

......
...64
.....
...

31
26
21
19
17
16
14
12

... 11
...

19
16
16
14
13
12
11

-

...

62

50
42
37
35
31
27
25
23
22
21
19
18
16

33

30
27
26
25
23
21
19
17

86

69
69

10
9

17
16
16
13
12
11

~·

257
139
99
'79

289
166
111
89
'76
67
60
66
49
46
41
40
37

67

~2

69

47
43
39
35
32

M

30

29
...7 ... ...
26
25
22
6
8
9
... ... 20...
14
......6 ......7 ......8 ... 13
... 6 7 10 12 1616 1917

8

I I Si
-- -- ----i

49
43
.4 0
37
35
33

30
. 28
25
23
22
21
20

2i

3

321
173
123
99
84
74
67

386

64
49
46
43
41
38
36
31
29
28
27
25

148
191
101
89
80
74
65
69
66
62
4.9
45
42
3'7
35
34
32
30

62

34

32
28
26

25
24
22

208

4.50
242
173
138
117
104
94:
86

'76
69
64
60
68
63
49

43
41
39
38
34

<JENTRES FOR TEETH OUTSIDE THE PITCH CIRCLE.
Pitch in Inchea and Parta.

'
Number
of Teeth.

1

12
16
20

...

30

40
60
80
100
150

Rack.

1

2

i

i

t

f

1

ll

Ii

lf

- 2 -3 - 4 - 6 - 6 - 7 - 9
2
... 3 ... ... ...
10
8
... ... 4 6 6 87 9 11
10
12
...4 ..6.... ..6.... .87.. .109.. 12
13
....3.. ...
11
14
...... ...... ...... .7.. ...9 11... 13... 16...

...
...
......
...
...... ...4 .6.. .6.. ...... .10.. .12..

14
16

16
17

2

2t

2i

3

3l

11
12
14
16
16
17
18
19
20

12
14
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

14
16
18
19
20
21
22
23

1'7
18
21
23
25
26
2'7

19
21
25
26
29
30
31
32

20

30

34

--11 -12 - 15 -10
17
...

It can be shewn that the curve def is also true for an annular wheel of the
same number of teeth,f becoming of course the point of the tooth and d its root.
For a Rack the pitch line TT' becomes a straight line, and BT', BT will be
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drawn perpendicular to it ata distanee TT, equal to the pitch and the instru'Dlent applied as before.
A number of 12 teeth is not inserted in the Table of Centres for teeth with..
in the pitch circle, for in that case, the part which lies within the pitch circle is
1L portion ·o r a radius tending to the centre of the wheeL
If pitches are required intermediate to those in the tables for centres, the
eolumn belonging to the nearest pitch may be employed without a serious
error, or a number may be taken halfway between those given in the
two several columns. More accurately the numbers may be deduced from
those or some other column by direct proportion ; thus, numbers for· 4 inch
pitch, may be obtained by doubling those in the column of 2 inch pitch.
When the proper centre and radius have been obtained from the Odontagraph for a single tooth, they may be employed in the usual manner described
e.t the beginning of this section.
I will now explain in a few words the mode of calculating the numbers in
the table, by way of enabling other persons to alter any of the conditions. A
formula for these numbers may be obtained as follows. (Vide Fig. 6.) From
A draw AM perpendicular to TPP', then from the similar triangles AMP,
PTxAM PTxAM
PTKweobtainKT=
PM
=TM-PT. LetKT:C, AT=R,PT:D,
ATP:8;

:.

D.R. sine
C=R. cos· e-D"

.... (1)

Now the point P being in this case obtained from the K on the opposite
side of T to A, this formula belongs to that part of the tooth which lies beyond
the pitch circle, according to the principles already laid down. If T K* be
taken equal to T K on the line KT produced, and a point P" obtained by
joining AK*; and producing the line to meet P*PT, then P'' will belong to the
po.rt of the tooth within the pitch circle, and the similar triangles AMP'',
P"TK*, will give us for this case the formula

e
<'
, P''
C = RD'Rsin
cos e+ D'" • • • • 2) ; where D = T •
Now the value ofC, which represents the equal lines KT, or K"T, may be
determined. for the whole set, by considerations similar to those already emr
ployed in settling the diameter of the constant describing circle in the first section of this paper. If the radius AT of a wheel be assumed of such a length
p

2
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that AK' fall perpendicularly upon K"T, then will the line AK" P- beconie
parallel to PTP", and consequently the point P'' will go.off to infinity, and the
arc which should be struck from it to ·ronn the flank of the tooth will become a
right line perpendicular to PT P''.
If the radius AT be taken still smaller with respect to K"T~ it will be
seen (by taking K'T larger than AT) that in such a case the point P, will
make its appearance on the opposite side of T •,but this makes the flank of
the tooth convex, and drawing inwards so as to be .less at the base than
at the pitch line, which is an impracticable form. To avoid this, and at the
same time to make K"T &a large as possible consistently with this limitation,
assume K"T equal to R' sin e, where R' is the least radius of the set. This
value corresponds to the case in which AK• is perpendicular to KnT, and
necessarily excludes the impracticable forms ; for since the least radius of the
set now corresponds to that peculiar example in which ·AK"P" is parallel to
PT P'', every other value of AT being larger, will throw the points P'' on the
opposite side of T to M, which is the thing required to produce the concave
flank. These observations apply only to that value of K T which lies nearest the
centre A, and therefore to the flank or portion of tooth within the pitch circle.
As to the opposite value of T K, which corresponds to the portion of tooth
beyond the pitch circle, and which it must be remembered is equal to T K",
it is clear from the figure that whatever value be given to it, its point P will
always lie between T and M, and the arc of tooth be convex, supposing
it to be struck, as it must be, through a point near to T.
The value selected for K"T (namely R' sin 8) will therefore suit KT.
Substitute now this value for C in the formulre (I) and (2), and after arranging
the terms we obtain the following values of D and D'.
, R'R cos fJ
R'R cos e
D= R+R' . . . . . (3)
and D = R-R' •.••• (4)
Now D and D' (that is TP and TP") are the distances of the centre points
of the arcs measured from T, and it will be seen by comparing the diagrams
with the description of the Odontagraph, that the numbers in the columns
of each pitch are the values of D and D', corresponding to the number of teeth
in each wheel given in the first column, or, which is the same thing, to the
values of the radii R and R'. To find these numbers for a given pitch.
•

.

Our formula then becomes

D'R sin 8

C=n·,- R cos 8•
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subtititute in (8) and (4) . the particular values of R' and .6, and by help of
a table of. logarithms, the values of ·D and D' belonging to a8 many values of R
as may be· thought necessary, may be computed, and thus the column of
numbers obtained for that pitch. Those of the other pitches may be derived
from the first by common proportion. In this way I formed the table,
assuming 12 for the least number of teeth, and 75° for the value of 6, and
employing a scale of half inches and tenths in which to express the values of D
in the nearest whole numbers, because I found that a unit of the twentieth of an
inch was sufficiently small to avoid practical error.
It is unnecessary to have numbers corresponding to every wheel, for the
.error produced by taking those which belong to the nearest as directed, is so
small as to be unappreciable in practice. I have calculated the amount and
nature of these errors by way of obtaining a principle for the number and
arrangement of the wheels selected. It is unnecessary to go at length into
these calculations which result from very simple considerations, but I will
briefly state the results.
·
The difference of form between the tooth of one wheel and of another is due to
two ea.uses, (1) the difference of curvature, which is provided for in the Odontagraph by placing the compasses at the different points of the scale of equal parts,
(2) the variation of the angle T'BT, (Fig. 11,) which is met by placing the
instrument upon the two radii in succession.
The first cause is the only one with which these calcUlations are concerned.
Now in three inch pitch the greatest difference of form produced by mere
curvature in the portion of tooth which lies beyond the pitch circle, is only
·04 inch between the extreme cases of a pinion of twelve and a rack, and
in the acting part of the arc within the pitch circle is ·1 inch, so that as all the
other forms lie between these, it is clear that if we select only four or five examples for the outer side of the tooth and ten or twelve for the inner side, that
we can never incur an error of more than the mth of an inch in three inch
pitch by al'Ways taking the nearest number in the manner directed, and a proportionably smaller error in smaller pitches. But to ensure this, the selected
numbers should be so taken, that their respective forms shall lie between the
extremes at equal distances. Now it appears that the variation of form
is much greater among the teeth of small numbers than among the larger
ones, and that in fact the numbers in the two following series are so arranged
that the curves. corresponding to them possess this required property.
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For the outer $ide of'the tooth, 12,-14, 17, 21, 26, 84, 47, 78; 148, Rack.
For th~ inner side, 12, 18, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 22, 26, 88, 46, 87, ·Rack. '
.Now these numbers, although strictly correct, would be very inconvenient
and uncouth in practice if employed for a table like that in question, where
convenience manifestly requires that the numbers, if not ·continuous, should
always proceed either by twos or fives, or by whole tens, an& so on. · They a.re
only given as guides in the selection, and by comparing them with the actual
table, their use in the formation of the first column will be evident.
ON TEETH WORKING WITH '.t'RUNDLES OR RADIAL FLANKS.

The particular applications of the general construction which I have given;
apply only to complete sets of wheels working together, and it may be as well
to shew its use in obtaining teeth adapted to work with trundles or pin wheels-,
as well as teeth in which the flank is a radial line as in the common form. The
diagram of Fig. 12, Plate IX., must be drawn of the full size for any required
wheel, A and B are the centres as usual, f g and h k arcs of the pitch circleS'.
Upon the radius of the trundle AT describe a semicircle, upon which set off
from T, TP equal to the pitch. Draw PTQ and let fall a perpendicular BQ
upon it from B, intersecting it in Q. If the point P be taken for the centre
of the stave or pin, an are m n described from Q and touching the stave in
m, will be the side of the tooth required.
If the flanks . of the teeth
to be radial lines, then the portions lying
without the pitch circle may be arcs of circles found thus. (Fig. 14.) A and
B are the centers ; f g, hk, arcs of the pitch circles as before. Upon AT d~
scribe an entire circle, and upon its circumference from A and T set off Az,
equal to each other and to about three quarters of the pitch; join Bz and through
mT draw mTQ intersecting Bz in Q; then an arc described from centre Q and
struck through m, will be the curved face of the tooth for BT, and this will
work with the radial flank of the tooth of AT. To find the curved face of
the latter tooth make a similar diagram, in which AT and BT exchange places•

are

Tm

ON CUTTERS.

The Odontagraph is also applicable to the obtaining a correet form for the
cutters used in shaping the teeth of metal wheels. The form of the cutter is that
of the space between two teeth, and in order to shew the nature of the change
of form required for difterent teeth as well as the general form itself, I have hi
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Figure 13,PJ.ate IX., drawn with accuracy, and on a large scale, the teeth proper to
the two extreme cases of a pinion of 12 on the one hand, and a raek.
on the other, and have applied these two together, so that the central line of
the spaces shall coincide, and thus bring the shapes of the cutters into direct
comparison.
Now between these two lie all the forms that are required for any number
of teeth from 12 to a rack, or the largest possible wheel ; but in making a
set of cutters, for small pitches especially, it is by no means necessary to make
one for every number, as the forms for numbers that lie close together are
so nearly alike that the errors of workmanship would entirely destroy the
difference.
The variation of form however is much less among high numbers than in
low ones. For example, the difference of form between a cutter for 150 teeth,
and one for 800, is not greater than that between cutters for 16 and 1 7
teeth.
This being the case, it appeared worth while to investigate some rule by
which the necessary cutters could be determined for a set of wheels, so as
to incur the least possible chance of error. To this effect I have calculated, by
a method sufficiently accurate for the purpose, the following series of what
may be termed equidistant values of cutters ; that is, a table of cutters so
arranged, that the same difference of form exists between any two consecutive
numbers.

Ta/Jle of Equidutant Values/<»' Cutters.
1

3

2

4 6 6 7 8 9 10

No.of
100 76 60 50 43 38 34
Teeth. Rack. 300 160

a

~~

1314

~·1~~

19 20 21 2"l 23 24 25

27 2523 212011 17 16

x

16 14 13 x 12

. This will be guide in the selection of the wheel to which each cutter
shall be accurately adapted after it has been determined how many are
neckssary in a set. For example, if a single cutter were thought sufficient
for very small wheels, it had better be accurately adapted to teeth of 25, for that
value is intermediate between the two extremes. If three cutters are to suffice
for the whole set, then 76, 25, and 15 must be selected, of which the cutter 76
may be used for all teeth from a rack to 88, the cutter 25 from 88 to 19, and
the cutter 15 from 19 to 12, and so on.
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It appears from the figure that ·the greatest difference of form is at. the aper
of the tooth, (that is, at the base of the cutter,) and amounts to ·25 inch in:
2 inch pitch; from this the difference may be ascertained for any smaller pitch,
and as many cutters interposed as the workman's notion of his own powers of
accuracy may induce him to think necessary.
Thus if the hundredth of an inch be his limit of accuracy in forming cutters,
and he is making a set for half inch pitch, where the difference of form is
! x ·25 or ·06 nearly, then half a dozen cutters will be sufficient, and these must
be made as nearly as possible to suit the wheels of 150, 50, 80, 21, 16, 18.
The following table contains a selection of numbers for different cases, which
may save trouble.

TaJ;le of Cutters.
No. of

Numben of Teeth to be aelected.

Cuttel'll

in theaet.

2

60

16

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,_ - - -3
76 26 16
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4- -100 34 20 14
- - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 -160 00 30 21 16 )3
- - - - --- - - --- -- - - - -- - - - - 8 -29 22 18 16 13
200 67
- - - - - - - -13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -10
200 77
36 27122 19 16 14
- -- - - -- ---- -- 12
100 60 43 3427 23 20 1716 14 13
-- - - - - -- -- - 22 20 18 16 14 13 12
18
300 100 100 70
35 30

-

-

40

60

300

24

Rack. 300

so/•• 00
160 100
76160

26124

16

I-

43 38134 30 27 26 123 21 20 19 18 17 16 16 14 13 12

When the numbers have been selected, the Odontagraph may be employed
to draw the figure of the cutter corresponding to each wheel, either on the
same scale as the proposed cutter, or on a much larger scale, which may be.
afterwards reduced proportionally.
ROBERT WILLIS.
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